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Background: The study aimed to evaluate the expression level of FOXP3 and the degree of FOXP3 
positive lymphocytes in the interstitial tissues of normal breast tissues, primary breast cancer tissues and 
axillary lymph node metastatic cancer tissues, so as to better clarify FOXP3’s role in the process of breast 
cancer tumorigenesis and progression. 
Methods: FOXP3 protein expression and FOXP3 positive tumor infiltrating lymphocytes were investigated 
by immunohistochemistry analysis in normal breast tissues, primary breast cancer tissues and axillary lymph 
node metastatic cancer tissues achieved from 44 patients. 
Results: Compared to normal breast tissues, the expression of FOXP3 in interstitial tissues in primary 
and metastatic cancer tissues was significantly up-regulated. The FOXP3 positive lymphocytes infiltrated 
interstitial tissues in 30 of 44 (68.2%) specimens of normal breast tissues, 40 of 44 (90.9%) specimens of 
primary cancer tissues and 42 of 44 (95.5%) specimens of axillary lymph node metastatic cancer tissues. 
There was linear correlation trend between FOXP3 expression and the process transforming from normal 
breast epithelium to primary cancer and metastatic cancer, indicating its potential role in the pathogenesis of 
this disease. And we found that the expression of interstitial FOXP3 in axillary lymph node metastatic cancer 
site was correlated with the lymph node ratio (LNR), and LNR was higher in the FOXP3 positive expression 
group than the FOXP3 absent group. 
Conclusions: Increased FOXP3 expression in cancer interstitial tissues and FOXP3 positive lymphocytes 
infiltration might have a certain correlation with the development of breast cancer through facilitating 
immune escape of tumor.
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Introduction 

Breast cancer is one of the most common malignant 
disease among women all over the world. As the latest 
GLOBOCAN data shows that there are 2.09 million new 
breast cancer cases diagnosed in 2018, accounting for 
24% of all malignant tumors for females (1). In addition, 
although preventive approaches and treatments have 
greatly improved recent years, breast cancer is still the 
top killer cancer for women in less developed countries. 
Metastasis to lymph node remains the most influential 
prognostic factor in disease progression, and acts as one 
of the important survival predicting factors (2,3). Recent 
studies have established that axillary lymph node ratio (ratio 
of positive over excised lymph nodes, LNR) predicted 
outcomes of breast cancer more accurately than the 
number of involved nodes (4-8). The presence of breast 
cancer cells in axillary lymph nodes is associated with 
the alteration of lymphocytes population (9). CD4+ T 
lymphocytes and CD8+ T lymphocytes are the main cells 
for immune surveillance (10,11), while forkhead box P3-
positive (FOXP3+) regulatory T cells (Tregs) are essential 
for immune tolerance (11). And evidence has shown that 
increased number of FOXP3+ Tregs correlates with disease 
prognosis in breast cancer (12,13). 

FOXP3 is an important member of the forkhead 
transcription factor family (14). Although many studies 
have focused on discovering the expression of FOXP3 
in non-T-regulatory cells (15), FOXP3 is still the most 
specific marker of regulatory T cells (Tregs), which is 
critical for their development and function. Loss of FOXP3 
function leads to Tregs deficiency. Tregs are considered 
to suppress T cell immune response, and increased 
Tregs activity may be correlated with poor immune 
responses to tumor antigens and may induced immune 
dysfunction. In most solid tumors, Tregs’ infiltration has 
been related to worse outcomes (16). FOXP3+ Treg may 
act as an important indicator for the biological behavior 
of cancer, because the increased number of FOXP3+ 
Tregs in tumor microenvironment could stimulate the 
negative regulation of host immune response to facilitate 
the invasion and metastasis of cancer cells (17-19).  
And it has been reported an important effect of FOXP3 gene 
on breast cancer development by analyzing human breast 
cancer samples. Moreover, FOXP3 expression within tumor-
inflitrating T cells has been demonstrated to occur early during 
tumorigenesis in breast at the preinvasive stage (20). However, 
Several researches indicated that higher FOXP3+ Tregs was 

associated with poor prognosis in breast cancer (21), while 
some did not find such association or the opposite (22). 
And there is no difference in number of FOXP3+ Tregs 
between sentinel lymph nodes positive and sentinel lymph 
nodes negative (23). However, there is few studies on the 
relationship between FOXP3 expression and NLR, which 
can more accurately predict the outcomes of breast cancer. 
In short, study on the significance of FOXP3 in this disease 
is still insufficient. These above findings may suggest 
the important role of FOXP3+ Tregs in breast cancer 
tumorigenesis, but the exact value of interstitial FOXP3 
expression in the breast cancer development process from 
normal to primary and metastasis hasn’t been revealed yet.  

The aim of this study was to evaluate the expression level 
of FOXP3 in interstitial tissues in matched normal breast 
tissues, primary breast cancer tissues and axillary lymph 
node metastatic cancer tissues of 44 breast cancer patients 
to better clarify FOXP3’s role in the process of breast 
cancer tumorigenesis and progression. In addition, we also 
investigated the relationship between interstitial FOXP3 
expression and axillary lymph node status to illustrate the 
clinical significance of FOXP3 expression in the disease. 
We present the following article in accordance with the 
STROBE reporting checklist (available at http://dx.doi.
org/10.21037/tbcr-21-1).

Methods

This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration 
of Helsinki (as revised in 2013) and the Harmonized Tripartite 
Guideline for Good Clinical Practice from the International 
Conference on Harmonization. This study was approved 
by Institutional Review Board of the Second Hospital of 
Shandong University. Informed consent was obtained from all 
individual participants included in the study.

Study population

There were 44 breast cancer patients with lymph node 
invasion enrolled, confirmed pathologically in the Second 
Hospital of Shandong University. The eligibility criteria 
included histologically diagnosis of invasive cancer of 
breast, without any preoperative therapy, lymph node 
metastasis, female, having available breast cancer tissue 
samples and obtained informed consent. And the exclusion 
criteria were as follows: diagnosed with other malignant 
diseases; pregnancy; participation in other trials; received 
preoperative therapy; with bilateral tumors of breast; with 
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a breast cancer family history. The characteristics of the 
enrolled 44 patients were displayed in Table 1.  

Collections of tissue samples 

All cancer tissues and the adjacent unaffected normal breast 
tissues as well as metastatic cancer tissues were collected 
from patients with breast cancer who had undergone 
surgical resection prior to chemotherapy. These adjacent 
uninvolved breast tissues obtained from the region more 
than 5 cm away from cancer sites. And the metastatic 
cancer tissues referred to lymph node with invasion. All the 
tissues specimens were collected from the tissues blocks 
fixed by formalin and embedded with paraffin. Pathologists 
reevaluated all enrolled samples to verify the diagnosis, in 

addition to estimate the amount of cells. The study was 
approved by the Regional Committee for Medical and 
Health Research Ethics (REK). Clinical information of the 
patients was achieved under guidelines and with approval 
from the Institutional Review Board of the Second Hospital 
of Shandong University.

Immunohistochemical analyses

Achieved formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tumor and 
normal adjacent specimens as well as axillary lymph node 
metastatic specimens from breast cancer patients were used 
for immunohistochemical analyses of FOXP3 expression. 
The level of FOXP3 was evaluated by Streptavidin-
peroxidase-biotin (SP) immunohistochemical method. 
The slides were placed in an oven at 65 ℃ for 40 minutes 
and quickly transferred to xylene for dewaxing. Then the 
tissues were hydrated with gradient alcohols. Immersed 
the hydrated slides in EDTA repair solution working 
fluids (1:50, Zhongshan Biotechnology Company, Beijing, 
China), and placed in microwave oven, to repair on 
high heat for 15 minutes for antigen retrieval. Three 
percent hydrogen peroxide acting for 15 minutes was 
used to quench the activity of endogenous peroxidase, 
then normal serum 20 minutes for blocking nonspecific 
bindings. The sections were incubated with mouse anti-
FOXP3 antibody [236A/E7] (1:200, abcam, ab20034) 
overnight at 4 ℃, then the secondary antibody (SP reagent 
kit, Zhongshan Biotechnology Company, PV9000, 
Beijing, China). Reagent 1 from the detection kit acted 
for 50 minutes and then Reagent 2 for another 50 minutes 
at room temperature. Diaminobenzidine (Zhongshan 
Biotechnology Company, Beijing, China) was used for 
color development, lastly counterstained by hematoxylin. 
PBS replaced the mouse anti-FOXP3 antibody was 
conducted as the negative control.  

ER, PR, Her-2 protein expression status in all breast 
cancer tissues were achieved from clinical records of 
patients under guidelines.

Assessment of Immunohistochemical results 

Two pathologists reviewed and scored the stained slides 
independently. The assessment included the intensity of 
staining as well as the proportion of positive staining, 
and the total score was decided by combining both parts. 
In brief, each slide was inspected under microscope in 
its entirety. Firstly, the proportion score represented 

Table 1 The characteristics of 44 patients with breast cancer

Characteristics No. of patients %

Age (years)

<50 18 40.9

≥50 26 59.1

Tumor side

Left 17 38.6

Right 27 61.4

Lymph node 

N1 21 47.7

N2 16 36.4

N3 7 15.9

ER

Negative 11 25.0

Positive 33 75.0

PR

Negative 13 29.5

Positive 31 70.5

ER/PR.

Negative 8 18.2

Positive 36 81.8

Her-2

Negative 32 72.7

Positive 12 27.3
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the ratio of positive cells was assigned (0, no positive 
cell; 1, less than 1 positive cell among 100 cells; 2, 1 to 
10 positive cells among 100 cells; 3, the positive ratio 
was between 1/10 and 1/3; 4, the positive ratio was 
between 1/3 and 2/3; and 5, more than 2/3 cells were 
positive). Then, the intensity score represented the 
average staining intensity of positive cells was assigned 
(0, no staining; 1, low-grade staining; 2, moderate-grade 
staining; and 3, strong-grade staining). The total score 
was added by proportion and intensity score ranging 
from 0 to 8 (24,25).

Statistical analysis 

The stat is t ical  analys is  was performed using the 
statistical software SPSS, version 16.0. Comparisons 
of FOXP3 expression (intensity, proportion and total 
score evaluated by the immuno-histochemistry) between 
primary breast cancer as well as metastatic cancer and 
noncancerous breast tissues were done using the Chi-
square test for K-related samples. The association 
between FOXP3 expression in stromal cells and the 
normal epithelium-primary breast cancer-metastatic 
cancer process was evaluated by the Spearman’s rho 
test, and its liner correlation was calculated by the 
Jonckheere-Terpstra test. And we investigated the 
corre lat ion between FOXP3 expressed in  breast 
interstitial tissues and lymph node status of patients by 
the Spearman’s rho test and the Jonckheere-Terpstra 
test. All tests were two-sided and P<0.05 was considered 
statistically significant.

Results

The expression of FOXP3 was up-regulated significantly 
in primary and metastatic cancer tissues compared with its 
normal epithelial tissues

The FOXP3 protein was distributed in the nucleus of 
interstitial lymphocytes (Figure 1). And as shown in Table 2,  
the FOXP3+ lymphocytes infiltrated interstitial tissues in 
30 of 44 (68.2%) specimens of normal breast tissues, 40 of 
44 (90.9%) specimens of primary cancer tissues and 42 of 
44 (95.5%) specimens of axillary lymph node metastatic 
cancer tissues, and the difference among three groups was 
statistically significant (χ2=25.35, P<0.001). In line with 
the different intensity of FOXP3 immunohistochemical 
staining, there were significant difference both in the 
proportion (χ2=30.56, P<0.001) and total score (χ2=36.18, 
P<0.001) of FOXP3 expression among the three groups. 
Furthermore, we found that the intensity of interstitial 
FOXP3 in primary (P<0.001) as well as metastatic 
cancer (P<0.001) was increased significantly compared 
with their normal counterparts (Figure 2A). And the 
proportion of interstitial FOXP3 positive T cells in 
primary (P<0.001) and metastatic cancer (P=0.007) as well 
as the total score of interstitial FOXP3 positive T cells 
in primary (P<0.001) and metastatic cancer (P<0.001) 
was also increased significantly (Figure 2B,C). However, 
there was no significantly difference between primary 
cancer and metastatic cancer in present study. Therefore, 
the expression of FOXP3 in interstitial tissues was up-
regulated significantly in primary and metastatic cancer 
tissues compared with its normal interstitial tissues, 

Figure 1 Representative immunohistochemical staining of intratumoral FOXP3 in breast tissues. (A-C) Positive expression of stromal 
FOXP3 in normal breast tissues, primary breast cancer and axillary lymph node metastatic cancer from same patient respectively (Original 
magnification, ×400). The intensity as well as proportion score of FOXP3 staining was up-regulated in primary and metastatic cancer 
compared with the normal components.

A B C
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indicating its potential role in the development and 
progression of this disease.

The linear correlation trend between FOXP3 expression 
and the process transforming from normal breast 
epithelium to primary cancer and metastatic cancer

The corre l a t ion  be tween  FOXP3 expres s ion  in 
interstit ial  t issues and pathogenesis process from 
normal epithelium to primary and metastatic cancers 
was evaluated. As shown in Table 3, the result indicated 
that there was a significant positive correlation between 
expression intensity of FOXP3 in interstitial tissues 

and the pathogenesis stages of breast cancer (r=0.412, 
P<0.001). And the proportion of FOXP3+ lymphocytes 
(r=0.366, P<0.001) as well as the total score of FOXP3 
(r=0.442,  P<0.001) staining in interst it ial  t issues 
showed similar correlation with the pathogenesis 
stages. Additionally, the expression status of FOXP3 
(including intensity, proportion and total score) and 
the pathogenesis process seemed to have a linear trend 
(P<0.001), which means the FOXP3 expression up-
regulated with the pathogenesis process transforming 
from normal epithelium to primary as well as metastatic 
cancers. The results indicated that FOXP3 involved in 
the pathogenesis of this disease.

Table 2 The expression of FOXP3 up-regulated significantly in primary and metastatic cancer interstitial tissues compared with its normal 
interstitial tissues

FOXP3 expression
Interstitial tissue of normal 

breast (%)
Interstitial tissue of primary 

breast cancer (%)
Interstitial tissue of metastatic 

breast cancer (%)
χ2 P

Intensity of FOXP3

0 14 (31.8) 4 (9.1) 2 (4.5) 25.35 <0.001

1 5 (11.4) 2 (4.5) 1 (2.3)

2 25 (56.8) 25 (56.8) 29 (65.9)

3 0 (0) 13 (29.5) 12 (27.3)

Proportion of FOXP3

0 14 (31.8) 4 (9.1) 2 (4.5) 30.56 <0.001

1 13 (29.5) 3 (6.8) 6 (13.6)

2 17 (38.6) 22 (50.0) 30 (68.2)

3 0 (0) 14 (31.8) 6 (13.6)

4 0 (0) 1 (2.3) 0 (0)

5 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Total score of FOXP3

0 14 (31.8) 4 (9.1) 2 (4.5) 36.18 <0.001

1 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

2 2 (4.5) 1 (2.3) 0 (0)

3 14 (31.8) 2 (4.5) 7 (15.9)

4 14 (31.8) 13 (29.5) 18 (40.9)

5 0 (0) 21 (47.7) 16 (36.4)

6 0 (0) 2 (4.5) 1 (2.3)

7 0 (0) 1 (2.3) 0 (0)

8 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
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The correlation between FOXP3 expressed in breast 
interstitial tissues and lymph node status of patients

In order to investigate the potential role of FOXP3 
expressed in interstitial tissues in breast cancer metastasis 
to lymph node, we evaluated FOXP3 expression status in 
primary breast cancer interstitial tissues and metastatic 
cancer interstitial tissues. The results showed that there was 

a significant positive correlation between the expression 
of FOXP3 (including intensity and proportion as well as 
total score) in interstitial tissues in metastatic axillary lymph 
nodes and the lymph node ratio (LNR). As shown in Table 4, 
the negative expression cases of FOXP3 seemed to present 
high LNR (r=0.305, P=0.044). However, no correlation 
between FOXP3 expressed in primary cancer interstitial 
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Figure 2 FOXP3 expression in normal, primary and metastatic breast cancer. (A) The intensity of interstitial FOXP3 expression in matched 
normal breast-primary breast cancer-axillary lymph node metastatic cancer. The intensity of interstitial FOXP3 increased significantly 
in primary and metastatic cancer compared to normal breast tissues, but no significant difference was found between the primary and 
metastatic cancer. Horizontal bars represent median values. (B) The proportion of interstitial FOXP3 expression in matched normal breast-
primary breast cancer-axillary lymph node metastatic cancer. The proportion of interstitial FOXP3 increased significantly in primary and 
metastatic cancer compared to normal breast tissues, while no significant difference was found between the primary and metastatic cancer. 
Horizontal bars represent median values. (C) The total score of interstitial FOXP3 expression in matched normal breast-primary breast 
cancer-axillary lymph node metastatic cancer. The total score of interstitial FOXP3 increased significantly in primary and metastatic cancer 
compared to normal breast tissues, while no significant difference was found between the primary and metastatic cancer. Horizontal bars 
represent median values.
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tissues and lymph node status had been found in this study. 
The results above indicated that the expression of FOXP3 
may be a potential marker for the LNR.

Discussion

FOXP3 has been widely accepted as one of the best 
markers for Tregs. Although many studies have focused on 
discovering the expression of FOXP3 in non-T-regulatory 
cells, such as cancer cells and macrophages, FOXP3 is still 
the most specific marker of regulatory T cells (Tregs), which 
is critical for their development and function. Loss of FOXP3 
function leads to Tregs deficiency. Tumor-infiltrating FOXP3 
positive Tregs were reported to be up-regulated in various 
tumors (26-29). And previous studies had indicated that 
CD4+CD25+FOXP3+ Tregs played a central role in tumor 
immune escape, such as lung cancer, melanoma and liver 
cancer (30,31). FOXP3 showed critical roles in controlling 
local immune response and promoting the immune escape of 
tumors. In this study, we found that FOXP3+ lymphocytes 
infiltrated interstitial tissues in 30 of 44 (68.2%) specimens of 
normal breast tissues, 40 of 44 (90.9%) specimens of primary 
cancer tissues and 42 of 44 (95.5%) specimens of axillary 
lymph node metastatic cancer tissues, and the difference 
among three groups was statistically significant. In line with 
the different expression intensity of FOXP3, there were 
significant difference both in the proportion and total score 
of FOXP3 expression among the three groups. What’s more, 
we also found a liner correlation trend between FOXP3 

expressed in interstitial tissues and pathogenesis process from 
normal epithelium to primary and metastatic cancer, meant 
that FOXP3 expression and number of FOXP3 positive 
lymphocytes up-regulated with the pathogenesis process 
transforming from normal epithelium to primary as well as 
metastatic cancers. Researches had consistently identified 
that the number of FOXP3+ Tregs increased in breast cancer 
(32,33). Thus, these increased FOXP3 expression in tumor 
microenvironment may be the reason for negative regulation 
of anti-cancer immune response to promote tumor formation 
and metastasis. Our results above also suggested that FOXP3 
was involved in the pathogenesis of breast cancer.

Previous studies had found that infiltration of Tregs 
occurred as an early event during the tumorigenesis of 
breast cancer, for Tregs infiltration up-regulated between 
normal and DCIS components as well as between DCIS 
and IDC lesions significantly (20). However, it was still 
unclear whether FOXP3+ Tregs participated both in breast 
tumor formation and progression. In our present study, 
we investigated the variation of FOXP3 expression in the 
pathogenesis process from normal to axillary lymph node 
metastasis, to figure out which stage it played an important 
role in. We noted a significantly up-regulation of interstitial 
FOXP3 expression in primary and metastatic cancer tissues 
compared to its normal components, revealing its potential 
effect in the development and progression of this disease. 
However, we didn’t find an obvious change between primary 
breast cancer and lymph nodes metastatic cancer in FOXP3 
expression. Thus, our results clearly demonstrated that the 

Table 3 The linear correlation trend between the expression of FOXP3 and the process of normal breast epithelium-primary cancer-metastatic 
cancer

Expression of FOXP3
Normal breast epithelium-primary cancer-metastatic cancer

Correlation coefficient(r) P J-T statistic p

Intensity of FOXP3 0.412 <0.001 3888 <0.001

Proportion of FOXP3 0.366 <0.001 3789 <0.001

Total score of FOXP3 0.442 <0.001 4034 <0.001

Table 4 The linear correlation trend between the expression of FOXP3 and the lymph node ratio (LNR)

Expression of FOXP3
LNR

Correlation coefficient(r) P J-T statistic p

Primary cancer stroma 0.072 0.644

Metastatic cancer stroma 0.305 0.044 78 0.035
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up-regulation of FOXP3 expression was essential for the 
tumor formation, which however was not necessary for the 
metastasis to axillary lymph nodes. Our results demonstrated 
the previous hypothesis that Treg-mediated immune escape 
might be a pivotal early requirement for tumor progression 
in breast cancer. These findings were also in accordance with 
Yesim’s observation that there’s no significant difference in 
number of FOXP3+ Tregs between sentinel node positive 
and sentinel node negative samples (23), for the regulation of 
FOXP3 expression was occurred early in the tumorigenesis 
in breast cancer. However, further studies are needed to 
confirm this hypothesis in future.

The axillary lymph node status was one of the most 
powerful prognosis predictor for breast cancer (34). Recent 
studies had established that axillary lymph node ratio (ratio 
of positive over excised lymph nodes, LNR) predicted 
outcomes of breast cancer more accurately than the number 
of involved nodes (4-8). In the study here, we found that 
the expression of interstitial FOXP3 in axillary lymph 
node metastatic cancer site was correlated with the LNR, 
and LNR was higher in the positive FOXP3 expression 
group than the FOXP3 absent group. Although we hadn’t 
found significant correlation between interstitial FOXP3 
expression in primary breast cancer and LNR, the result 
still provided a potential marker for the LNR. However, 
the results need to be further tested, because of the limited 
sample size of present study. 

Our study still had several limitations. First, the sample 
size was relatively small, the results might be biased to some 
degree. Second, we examined the whole nuclear expression 
level of FOXP3 without distinguishing its specific isoforms or 
subcellular locations, for some studies recently reported that 
there were multiple isoforms of FOXP3 and different isoforms 
located in different subcellular sites might display variable 
influence on the development and function of Tregs (35). 
Further studies on the isoforms and subcellular locations may 
provide more in understanding the true function of FOXP3 
in cancers. Despite the above limitations, the study is still 
meaningful for it has revealed the exact development process 
of breast cancer in which FOXP3 plays roles.

Conclusions 

In summary, we found that the expression of interstitial 
FOXP3 in primary breast cancer as well as lymph node 
metastatic cancer were increased significantly compared 
with normal breast tissues, but there was no obvious 
difference between primary and metastatic cancer, which 

supported the hypothesis that Treg-mediated immune 
escape may be a pivotal early requirement for tumor 
progression in breast cancer. What’s more, we identified 
that the FOXP3 may be a potential marker for the LNR in 
breast cancer. In conclusion, increased FOXP3 expression in 
cancer interstitial tissues and FOXP3 positive lymphocytes 
infiltration might be closely related to the tumorigenesis 
and progression of breast cancer by promoting immune 
escape of the tumor.
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included in the study.
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